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We-Eat
by Jim Hale

HE HOLIDAY SEASON is upon
us. For -nearly a month' each"
year Americans eat more food
than they will consume during
any other period in the year. Cookies,
desserts,meats,liquors,
pastries and ..a
,thousand . vegetable dishes'. p~TYf.:ldethe
..holiday season, .Some bfusw6tiidlik~'jd";'
believe that our month-long feast may be a
little heavy, but on the whole, producing
good health, Others live in fear of Coke,
Twinkiesand Big Macs.
.
No matter what you think of .the food
you eat, you do think more about it.
During the laSt decade the. American
,
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Continued to pageZ •

Sewer
Treatment
..

In-Idaho
by Meg Fereday .
The New:Wave .
.

'New Federalism,' or the transfer of
federal authority .to .state . and' local
governments, . is riding a wave from
- -'WaShington, v.C:;olo·communitles\~ve;:y."c
. wIWrein the. United States,th~e~teningto'

t.
•!

allotment of the federal grant; delaying
projects in a number- of Idaho cities
'indefinitely.

. '\Vhat's Up
.

7

•

_

~~::~s, ~~~i:~:~it~e~ring~;t~~~a~d
. . Asicleirom th~.rescission:·ofihe $1.7'
.·:Last .June,CongressrescmdedS1.7
billion-for waste water treatment proiram
b!!.liondoUarsof Environmentl,llProtection
funds,'..Congress' .is .presently .. at work
AgencyJilnds used'forthecollstruetionof
reforming the PartoftneFederal
Water'·
waste water treatment plants. Some state
PollutIon yontrol Act,.genel1lUy'caUecl
the
. 'andlocal:governmentofficialsfear that this' Clean Water'Act;in effect since'1972: The.
'resCissionmay!ea-yc:many proltramshigh . Clean Water.:f\.ctCallsfprall' U;S. hikes,
·.~(LdrY,and look,ngfor~Jiancial:rn~s
. . rivers; and streams to be "swimmableimd
'+.....
,...:..--~-......
;",;;.;,:;...,.,.,...-'--.J.I With which.tomeetEP.t\:,wa~eLquahty
'··fishable'; ,bYI98S..TheEnVironmentSI
·standar"s. In,ldalto;thIsEPA':fund
~t ..· J>rot~tI01lAiencY;~sp·b~mthaty~ar, is
.~"":::"~--:-""':":~;;';':':'~8:':-'-:':-'-;';'.
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"iPRBSENTS-

TJbIE
.
BSU·
.....
IN TRAM-URAL
CORNER

Participate in the Men's Basketball Tournament
. to be held December 5 &·6th.
. Sign up your team now in the
1M Department AG 102.

GET
BUZZED,
WITH

BILLIE BEE

v •

Get Ready for January's 1M Events!
They will include: .
Women's Basketball &
Coed Volleyball

AND THE

STINGERS AT \.
GROVE STREETDANCIN'
1050

FRONT ·ST. .' BOISE

BRASS LAMP GIGGLE HIGHTS
,

, •

f{ :.: .•.•

'v

Tuesdays at Eastgate

WednesCiays at Vista

610 E. Dols. Av ••
9:00 till close

572 Vista Ave.

S i .50

9:00 till· close

i .00 off all Pizzas

Pitch.rS!ch~ed$

* 5POR TS TE,AMS *

• soup·

* HAVE us VIDEOT ~PE YOUR GAMES- NO CHARGEI
* VIEW THE GAME ON THE DIG SCREENS AT:

.

- .

. • SALAD .
• SANDWICHES
• DEER
• WINE
··SODA
Monday·

VI5TA·344~654t:.
~/
..
-.
.'.
. EA5TGATE343;'9.9~f.,FAII\VIEW,37'6'·4S00
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Thurtlday

3 pm to CloBe
D.. y one Large sandwich

and get a Pitcher

0'

Beer for onl}' $ ~

00

1/2Dlock So. of University on ,Broadway
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday
.• ,..

• ,.

••

' '•.•

10:30' am to 7pm

: :.' ." :•. ~ .,,: .• - .e· .:. '•.•

!t', ff. ....

•

Music. And lots of it. That's what Budget Tapes and
Records is all about.
Discover our everyday low prices and friendly service .:
If we don't have just the Music you want,we'll gladly
order it for you.
.
The Music place you want is just aroundthe corner.

SCHOLARSHIPS I·
.'
The U.S. Navy has scholarships available for
highly qualifed Engineering, Physics and Math
majors. Youwillreceive $800 per month for
.vourlast two years of college, without .,
~fliliation with an ROTC Unit. Job positions
after graduation are:Nuclear Power Plant
Manager; Graduate Level Technical Teachers; "
Civil Engineering; and Research and
Development.

'I
I

i

For more information call: Mr. Owsley
Collcct(2011P3*-1 *95 .

-

We've ~'YourSou. And._--morA.·..
,,-
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OPENM-F,
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_.

11·9 Sat., 11-7

Sun., i-6

·.Hoppy.to
Help
You!
.
Phone385-1464SUB,J910Qniversify
Dr: Boise,ID.···83725
~-:
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News-

Real
.

I

'byPadficNewsService'
Congress is'
Blue ..chip Country
Washington maywanl Wall Street to
take a chance on government, but
government-at
least the legislative branch-is not taking much ofa chance on Wall
Street. The favorite stocks on capitol hill,
according to congressional financial
statements, are IBM,AT&T, General
Motors, General Electric-and Exxon--all
ultraconservative. blue chips.

Viewing for
David Stockman
The~tu.~1:~f economics is bOl?mlng.in. .
U .S:·high-schoolsand<:olleges; and now it's
even. reached .~Romper Room. "<The
nation's longest-running kiddy TV show is
creating 100-five minute segments on
economics, designed to explain supply and
demand to the three-to-six year old set. To
illustrate management, for example, the
segments show how a harbor master guides
the docking of a banana boat. The idea,
says program coordinator Saul Barr ,is to
introduce kids to economics before anyone
tells them it's boring. Forbes Magazine,
November 19.

The Judiciary ruled that' the ASBSU
president must make appointments within.a
"reasonable
amount of time" after.ra
selection committee proposes a list or .
candidates to. him or her. .
But. Lund said, thaf a "reasonable
amount of time" has not been defined or
specified.
He added that the Judiciary
doesn't have the jurisdiction to rule a
SPecific time span, since no such time clause
exists in ASBSU law.
The appointment
issue concerns the
retainment of Brian Harm, who' is now
serving
in the capacity.
of acting
director
of the' Student Programs
Board. The controversy arose when' the
SPB selection committee proposed a list of
candidates to' Lund.
The list did not
include Harm.
So far, Lund has not made a permanent
appointment but has retained Harm as.
acting director, due to, delays in the
appointment process, he said. Lund said,
'~The president has his options. It would be
ridiculous to appoint somebody for a
month." .According to Senate Act #8, the
. president must appoint a SPB director each
January.

-

Lund will appeal his right to retain Harm
before the Student Policy Board, which is
the appeals board for Judiciary rulings.
Mary .Lou Virgil, a member of the
Student Policy Board, said that the senate

RESERVED
PARKING
IN NUMBERED STAllS'
••

Moonie's Stores
"Stop'n'Brainwash"
Mooll:.so

M.~

1~ Violation Fee
PARl/li6 1'£[041 ,'tqU!7!d

The I.R.S. isn't alone in its pursuit of the
Reverend Sun Myung

~

7 OOA.M:3 00 P.M.

3:00Pri'S:OORMJ

arcsome,

1l1erflbi'rsijf Che-Puyalfu\'l,·Wa-shington, '
. PTA. They're objecting to a planned .
Moonie-run chain store across the street
from the local elementary school. PTA
member Richard Cordell, himself a former
member of the Peoples' Temple cult, says
the stores, called "Go'n' Joy," are used'to
recruit young people into Moon's
.
Unification Church. Cordell and his wife
. asked the PTA to join a statewide boycott' .
of the fast-food--and maybe
fast -conversion--stores.

Whopping New
Budget Cuts
Even while budget director David
Stockman is fightil.lg for his job,theJederal
Office of ManagemenCandBudget.'is gping
ahead witl~a new round of budget cuts. for.
1983 that willhave.a profound effect on the
Departments of Labor, Education, and
Health and Human Services. Documents
leaked to the press indicate the new
.cutbacks will slash half the budget of the
federal job corps, and do away with the
remains of.the CETA program , the
Community Service Program for older
citizens, the Summer Youth Job Program
and special training programs for Indians,
and migrant workers. In addition,the
Education Department would have to cut
its spending to just overhalf its ~urrent 15.
billion'dollars a year .. That would entail '.
sweeping reductions in college aid :
programs arid thepopularTitleOne
program for disadvantaged elementary
school children. The Environmental
Protection Agency's budget is also due to
be' slashed 36 percent,ontop of a16
percentcutalreadymade
for 1982. In an
effort to save heragency from what.
. aliiounts toa 75percentrecluc~i()!1fro\11 ..:.,.
President Carter's 1981 proposal' EPA
administrator Anne Gorsuch met late last
week with Stockmanal1d Vice President
Bush,lna
strongly wordednoteto.
.'.
Stockm~n, Gorsuclireportedlywarned
that:
popular support f()r environ~ental '..•.. '..
progral11Snalion',Videwoul~ cause the cuts
. to boomerang againstPreslden~Re.agan;
WasJiinglCin Post,Nove1t/ber 20.'
.

.....

initiated
by the Harm controversy.
contended that lund's and Kemp's actions'
• were "a breach of constitutional
procedures."
In the hearing, Barnhill said that- Kemp i~
responsible for presiding over the Senate as
chief administrator and that "she neglected
act outlining suchan
appointment
is
her duty in advising the senators" that
"poorly written"and needs to be rewritten
some of the appointments they approved
to correct its ambiguity.
.
earlier in the semester were in violation with
The appointment of the director of the
proper appointment procedure.
SPB is under some dispute since the
Barnhill contended
President
Lund
ASBSU president, the Judiciary , Student
ignored Section E of Article 3, which
Policy Board, and others all consider the
requires the president to review and weigh
issue. That appeal to the Student Policy
his applicants for committee positions.
Board came before the board Wednesday; a
Senator Patrick Wiench (Business) and
report on the proceedings was not available
Robert lrusta, special assistant to Lund,
at press time.
.
both represented the ASB presiderit in the
A similar, related controversy over
hearing. lrusta said that the legislature is
proper appointment procedures came to a
responsible for making informed decisions;
head late Tuesday night when the·ASBSU
if the senators, lrusta said, approved the
Judiciary ruled that Lund was guilty of
appointment, "then it was the Senate. that
violations of the ASBSU constitution and
broke the rules."
The two counselors
Senate Act #3. Vlce-president Kemp was
called Barnhill's charges "vague."
found guilty of violation' of the Senate
But Helen Holt, witness for Barnhill,
Act#3 only.
said that at the time of the vote on the
In a hearing brought to the Judiciaryby
illegal appointments, the Sente had veen
'Senator Robert Barnhill (Vo- Tech), Chief
"misinformed
by President
Lund."
Justice Marlyss Meyer-Fairchild
and
Barnhill said that it was kemp's duty as
Associate Justices Brad Garner, Briqn
President of the Senate to monitor any
Zimmerman,
Eddy Deleongeurrio
and
illegalities that could void ,the Senate's
Faculty Justice Dr. Young ·found the
decisions.
But that monitoring, Barnhili
president and the vice-president guilty of
said, wasnot carried out.
. the above violations .
The Judiciary decision, made after 10
The hearing, brought at 3: 15 p.m.
p.rn. Tuesday night, found that President
Tuesday,
lodged specific complaints
Lund is guilty of appointment violations of
against Lund and Kemp regarding alleged
Article 3, Section 3, Clause 1 in the ASB
Violations of their duties in appointing
constitution,
which states that the
students to committee positions, and other
president's duties are "to make such
directorships.
Barnhill's
complaint,
appointments
as the Constitution
and
Legislative Acts may require, subject to a
majority approval of all voting members of
the ASBSU Senate and to fill all vacancies.
unless otherwise provided
for in the
Constitution or Legislative Acts."
Secondly, Lund is in violation of Senate
Act J, Section V, Clause E, which states
that "any individual to-be approved by the
Senate must be present or submit awritten
affidavit." ln general, the Act provides for
.dk9,9dyresponsjble.
for, interviewing,
'. ~!ppl~ca!1ts for aU. ASS :cc,"lll~Jttees and,
. related boards making recommendations to
. the ASS president.
Vice-president Kemp
was also found in violation of the Act.
The Judiciary found that there was not'
enough evidence to hold Lund in violation
of ASBSU Judicial Council
Decision
D-81/82-01, which found the ASBSU
Student Government application forms io
not be in compliance with application rules
because the forms were not affidavits as
called for in the Senate Act 5.

Dama Soghop
The Annual American Indian Institute
BSU two weeks ago. The event,
which was sponsored by Dama Soghop, the
BSLJ History Department, and the Student
Programs Board, attracted Idahoans from
throughout the state. A culmination of
hours- of planning and coordination by
Dania Soghop, the Institute served to
educate and reiterate the revered traditions
and present concerns of Native Americans.
Each' year Dama Soghop recruits a major'
I wonder if Diamond' Parking' will
of a scholarship ora job, fret no more. Tliis
spokesperson to address these subjects.
demand a share of the' royalties? I'm'
student. needs the funds, too, and Diamond
. "Dama Sogltop,"translated, means land
putti.ogagooddeal
of my energies the,se. "Parking employs no students' for its
of our father,"
said Marcie Hunter;'
days into my-newest invention-a 'bronco'
campus work. Teter said that the dollars
spokeswoman for. BSU's eleveiiyear old:~:
(to' be sold on television, of course)
you pump into the system when the decal is
.Native American Organization....
(:'
handy-dandy
auto-shrinker
($19.95,
purchased is used to "make the parking
The majority of members are reservation:"
available atPayl~ss).
work." This means signs, painting of areas.
•Indians that are "tempoarily living in the~
. This wonderful device. will (working on '. (like the vertically striped area under your
city while getting an education, .. ' said
two 'D' batteries) qUickly"...change my
car right now); salaries and expenses.'
Hunter. They intend to go back to .the
Underclassmerishould
be warned,
reservation after they graduate.
..
.favorite automobile into a matchbox-sized .
replica in twelve seconds or less.
though. that in 1983 171 spaces will again
This year the guest speakers were Lindsey
For those of you who are not fortunate
be available after the Morrison Center
Manning, tribal· councihrian from Duck
structure is 'completed '(Quick, . see ,how
Valley'. Reservation, and Russell' Means,
enOugh to have. been one of the 625 on
gulli.bleyo.u..· .are;. Raise your rig.ht.·.han.·.d·if
campus who halle .found parkingimspokesman'
forttie~American
.Indian
ossible to obtain legally, the auto shriIiker
you believe those spaces Will be available.)
Movement.'
Now, for the real test. Do you actually
P
Also featured was an 'Indian film festival,
should prove' invaluable;
..'
believe that I , can; alone,
devise the auto
the Four Winds Indian Dancersfroin Duck
Pat Teter, supervisor
a{' Diamond
. shrinker? Right, I .really need yoilrhelp.
Valley Reservation; and
Indian taco'
rarldng on.campus, repQrtedt!H£~erk.tb<l(·.
.·RngilJ~t:i.~gstudents~ .·...vo:tecli .. people, ....•. Teccr;"'''...c.·.,-_·,
..,. ~.,,-, c,.......c,.. C",.... ,c."" .'..'c . .' .•. ,. .'-'.'.to date 3,611 general decals have been> . comlminiCations' -arleI-prqmoiion.··people,',"DarrtaSoghop·is
open toall,".said.
purchased .for .the 2,992 spaces available.
and a really good attorney are on my list of
.'Hunter i "'Webelievethat everybody should
All' of the 751 reserved spaces have.·been
staff, needs. Please apply attheUniversity
share. Black, red,yellow,and
white 'are all
• sold .. Thirty .spaces were' sold' to .dorm
,News office. There's a special need for help'
sacred colors which represent the'racesof
residents for 'dorm decal parking Only'
transfonningformer
'normal'new$mobHes
.men;';
.
. .
.
areas.'
.. '.'
".
to their original. size. But there's really -no'
..
Fo~
iriforrriationabout
DamaSoghop
LeSt you fear that bypurchasihg the auto.
bign~sh.WehavethemaILinone
desk: .
contact Dr;"Patricia Ourada, BSU' history
sluinker rather than a decal you' maybe
. drawer and theY'renotevim in'danger,ofa
'professor, at385~1255.
.
.
depriv~ng ~mepoor; st1\TVingBSUsUldent
Citation. '......
.
.,' ...,. .•.
was heldat

Big Car,>No Parking
.by Sherry Swanson

an

,·'!'i
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'rescissloric;rthC:$L9
billion, cities across
the nation find1hemselves
hav.ing to
. balanceoutsewer
grants with a 25 percent
share already.
The 'age oCthe
'New
Federalism' has arrived.'
Some critics claim that.theefforts of the
Reagan administration
to give 10c~l,
governments backtheir right to fund their
ownpublic works projects may prove more
bust than boon:
Many . cities find
themselves penniless;. thus powerless to
- Continued from cover
,
I
carry out constructlontof
sewage P ant
d
h Id
waste water treatment programs to insure
projects that were 'drawn up un er t eo
that water quality standards and the 1985
funding laws, Also, 3,. city's sewage plant

.Treatment
In Idaho

goal are met. The waste water treatment
program was originally designed to help
.. municipalities
build sewage treatment
plants, including interceptors (sewer lines),
with the. intent of insuring that the nation's
cities work towards the Clean Water Act's
goal of clean water by 1985. ,
This fall, amendments differing from the
Clean Water Act passed the House .'Ind
Senate. Presently, a compromise between
those two amendments is being worked on
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in congressional conference. ,
The pending House bill authorizes $2.4
billion for the construction of sewer lines
and. for plans to expand and upgrade
existing systems.
The pending Senate bill also authorizes
~;~~s,b~~1~0~~; e~~:ar~ f~:i~~n~: t~O~~
only used for new construction grants for
new waste water treatmen.t p.lants.
In the past, the funding covered all

problems handling the peak lo.ads. of
millions of gallons of sewage flowmg mto
the plant each.summer inthe future.
. Mike Clark, chief operator of the West
Boise plant, said that every summer the
overload problem increases. "'~he ~~oblem
is the length of time to get funding-It could
be five or six years down the road before
the grant money comes through," he said.
. Clark worried that the quality of the water
' the plant treats with chlorine and then puts
back into the Boise River could, i.n the
future, drop under the ,EPA's accepted
h h L d
d
standard. Right now, bot t e an ers an

." .....
'"\.
; •.

0

".'i

..~

'.

the sewer bill.
, Bill Ansel,
Boise's; Public WOrks
director, views growth as a problem for the
city.'s sewer systems; He'd like "to get it
[sewer improvements] done before it is a
crisis. ",
"

. .Eco Complaint

'

Of course, the proposed waste water
I'
.
I'
treatment
legis anon great y concerns
environmental
groups nationally
and
locally.
'

Dan Luecke, speaking from the Denver
chapter of the Environmental
Defense
Fund,based
in Washington,
D.C., is
wedged between both disapproving "the
administration's sewer cuts and how the
funds may have been wasted while they did
exist.
Luecke sees the Water Pollution Control
Act as an "environmental
pork barrel."
'
'
He said that the law provides a tremendous
capital subsidy which isnot used efficiently
because plants are not operated efficiently.
W
d"1
p"otaectterutsret3htemwenatteroepso"lluttl·no·neceCsosanrtrl
r
~~
,
Act' doesn't necessarily protect us," he
id
sal .
"I don't know where the money goes,
but we don't have cleaner water with more
!J1oney," he said, adding "I don't believe
that all that money has been spent for clean
water. I'm not going-to fall into the trap

aspects of the sewer system, from sewer
',_~.','~~.,::"'.~
<1;":-- ~"',~. -..~ ""
thaHtomwoerveermOanesypomkeeansmSaCnleafrnOemr
waatsel.rm.'I.'lar
lines to plant improvements and expansion.
:...
,
.
The Reagan cdministration's
primary
... and more than /8 million galtons per day of sewage is
environmentalist
lobbying group, the
aim is,to shift financial responsibility from
Community.
Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC)
the federal government to state and local-l-..::.::.:.:.:.:...:.:.-=------------------------------t
in Washington, D.C., doesn't think that
governments .. The cuts would be made
must comply with EPA standards.
Many
the West Boise plants say their river·bound,
the wa.ste water treatment program is that
swiftly and would eliminate any federal
cities project they won't meet the 1985 goal
treated water is cleaner than EPA standards
excessively ineffective or wasteful;
money for sewer interceptors or improve·
of clean water, without federal funds.
call for.
Bill Painter, NRDC's spokesperson, said
ments.
Under the administration's
But Iike'a Catch 22 situation, Clark said,
"The bad rap on this program may be an '
proposal, the money would be only
the water quality would worsen in the
outdated thing. Alot of this program's past
sufficient for building new plants.
The /
future due to delays or lack of funding for
problems were rectified by 1977 by the
President has asked Congress to eliminate
improvements to the plant. " ... the plant
EPA. The horror stories date to the early
Federal funds for expansion or upgrading
has to expand.
The city needs the'.' '70s and the late '60s," he said.
existing systems.
According to, the
'perhapUhe Jdahocommunity~
hardestexpansion. There should be no problems
.' Askedtocomment.ontlJe
future of water
administration's plan, states would only get -) -hit by'the tescission' and upcoming lseWet' ' , with the Water quality for two;three years; ,
qualiti,:j,n:(~orr~1,~fiQ.~j9;:W~ ~\:Y~.~~~,Yrater
building funifsfor'
plants .designed to' 'grant cuts would be Post Falls. Located in
'We wili be overlohded but
~an deal with""> treatment cuts, Pamter s31d that the
process sewage for existing 1980 popuranorthern Idaho, just east of Spokane, Post
it,. But that can't go on indefinitcly," he
possibility of widespread po~ution as a
tions. The administration's propo~al does
Falls, (population 5744) is the largest
said.
direct result of the sewage program cuts
not consider grants for new growth. After
un~ewered city in Idaho.
And it's still
According to Orlando Dahlke, chief of
would be hard to prove.
1980, cities woulri have to dig up their own
growing; school enrollment was up by 180
the Health and Welfare Department's
"You can't say that with the federal
funding for expansion or improvements on
kids thisyear, according to Mayor ~rank.
Water Quality Bureau, the West Boise
construction grants cut, the pollution is
their sewage plants.
Henderson.'
plant will require $8-10 million
in
going to get proportionately worse as the
, Whil~ the President wants to drop funds
Not only is the citYlgrowing rapidly, and
improvements to meet demand. However,
amount of dollars grow smaller," he said.
for new growth, the House and the Senate'
doing so without sewage facilities, but it is
Dahlke explained, the state can't give more
Painter offered a simple solution to costs
'would allow some monies. for. the ,planning
located on top of the Rathdrum aquifer,
than one-fifth of the $12 million in anyone
of waste water treatment plants:
water
of new plants.
Currently, the federal
which supplies Spokane's drinking water.
year to anyone
city.
"Any needs in
conservation. The lesswat;lr you use; the
government dictates to the states the
Septic tanks, currently in use by Post Falls
treatment plants due to growth above and
less there is to treat. According to Painter,
priority list of which cities get funding first;
residents, -have a tendency to leach into
beyond the limits of the grant will have to
conservation of water that goes down the
but, the President -would, have that
ground' water sources.
Some of the
be financed by the city," Dahlke said.'
drain is a viable approach to cutting costs
eliminated, too. The administration would
downtown septic tanks, Henderson said,
Dahlke further explained how cities get
of sewer plants. New technological devices,
have the states needing federal construction
are 20-30 years old and need attef\tion
prioritized: the state has a unit of measure
like shower. heads, faucet and· toilets that
grant monies prioritize their own cities.
immediately.
that can define the needs of cities in relation
can cut the volume of water in half in
Prioritizing which city gets how much is, of
This commercial area will be the first to
to sewer treatment plants. Naturally, those
homes could consequently
reduce ,the
course, contingent upon the authorization
be sewered, Henderson said, with about
cities that are the most needy get ~hc aid--if
volume of water to be .t~ated iQtbe sewage
of the $2.4 billion.·
$6.6 million in grant funds, which were
.it's there, Dahlke said. Idaho has some 240
plant, Painter said.:,:,~,:~:,\",/X
Another importaritaspect
of the two
originally tagged at $16 million, but later
cities and sewer districts. That $12 million
At the local level,bpwever,'
Bill Ansel
bills' differences is the amount of matching
reduced .. Henderson said that if the grant
(the state's federal allotment for grants) is
gave his view of the usefuJriess of water
federal funds the government pledges to
was funded by proposed new matching
thinly spread amongst all of them, with a ' conservation: '''In Boise, people use less
pick up in the costs of new .plant
grant ratios of 65 percent, instead ·of last
limit oU3 million per city . "We can't take
water per capita than most people
construction.
The House bill proposes to
year's match of 75 percent, "there will be
care of all the$e cities on $12 million,"
'nationwide.
The EPA asks just wh~t you
keep the current percentage of· matching
no way finanCially we can fund the
Dahlke said.
.
are asking: if you. need to expand your
federal funds at 75 percent. The Senate bill
project."
Boise City engineer, Charles "Chuck"
sewer treatment plant, why don'! you
is not as generous, proposing a 65percent
However, there is a way for Post Falls to
Mickleson said that the administration's
conserve water"? But, he continued, there
federal share' this year, and 55 percent for
receive 75 percent. funding:. ,the city's grant
proposed. sewer treatment program comes
is "less. room· for accomplishing· anything
thenexttlireeyears.
The administration..
will be 'grandfaihered,'
or rated at last
as no surprise. He has expected the change
with conservation;"andthat
water
supports ,the Senate bill, while making its_. year's' 75 percent, federal funding, 15
ever since the ~Iection of Ronald Reagan to
conservation is not a city priority.
O\m additiomil cuts.
.
- percent state and 10 percent' city.
tlte presidency, he said.
Although no
The Reagan administration's idea behind
"We are ~going fora'
grand fathered
concrete plans have yet been' discussed
reducing the matching funds is based on the
grant··otherwise it would· be impossible. to
officially, the city of Boise will seek ways to
premise that now is the time· for cities to
fund the project on a 25 percent city share
generate revenue for the Boise sewer
become solely responsible for their new,
grant," Henderson.said.
"totally aside from taxation," Mickleson'
gro\\1h, not the federal government. Bob
said, such as an enterprise fund, collected
Several weeks a&o, on the McNeil"Lehrer
Hurley, a staffer with U.S, Senator' Robert
from conne~tion fees, assessment fees, and
Report, a PBS newscommenlary
show,
Chafee (R·Rhode Island, author of the
perhaps even monthly service charges. At
lames Banks, an attorney from theNRDC,
Senate waste water treatment bill) said: ,"If
the" present time, Mickleson said,the
appeared .•with chief. spokespersons from
,the community wants to grow, why should
hookup fee for major interceptors. costs
the EPA and the Association of Local and
.the federal government
pay for its
Elsewhere in Idaho, the cities of Orofino,
$165. But future costs could escalate to
Interstate Water Pollution Cont.rol. When
gi(;n'ih~-~!--.
a!~a- :'tc·taI!y_:.:un.sew~!ed.j.--Coeur,-, d~A!ene~ $412, or t\\'o and a hiilf times tile 'uriginai
asked,·" Do youenvitonmerilirtistssee
SOnic
. I(the administration's
preferred reform
LeWiston,RigbyandBoiseare
among those
amount, in .an'. attempt to run the sewer
parts of the administration proposal that
package
adopted, then the burden of
onthe state's "top priority" planning list
systemas self·sufficiently as possible.
you like?" Banksrepliedlhat
"We like the
funding
the construct ion' of sewage
for receivingcoristrl!ction
grants for .F. Y.
According to Mickleson, the city won't
parts that are needed to.fociIsthis program
treatment plants will be passed onto the
1982. Another 40 cities fill a list of
have any otherchoice but to raise userfees.
on meeting. the· existing backlog of
shouldersoLstate
and local· governments.
next·in-Iine grant recipients..
:'We'll. have t~~ake
up. short-falls by
treatment needs iti.the' countty [grandl(ih~reformSpai;kage
goes through, cities
Boise's two sewer treatment plants, the
mcreasmg fees, Mlckleson said. Other fee
fathering], and the fad •thaf.the·program
\\'i11 nalie to match federal grant funds by 25, "'loplin Street plant (or the West Boise '. increases. he added, could be levied from, . obviously. cannot be.·'used<aSa .'.'growth
,percentofconstruct.ion;costs.
'But ~~at
plant), an'd'the Landers~ti'eett>lant,
are
efficiency fee hikes,
whithwouldbe
tool.' Ifwe have only $2.4 billioil per y~ar
sudden swilchisn't'news
'to most clPes . presently functioning at cleM EPA levels.
'ear,-marked for improving the quality of
and can't.~venmeereXi~Hng
water qual~
. because. with theadvenf
oCthel
une
TheWestBoise'plant,however,
may have
treatment plants and would be 'charged on

we
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Editorial:
Jungle Bells

]

Jungle Bells
f

Jungl~ All The Way
Well friends, the official starting bell of
the \981 Christmas Shopping Marathon
has rung, Merchants and consumers have
left their starting blocks and the race is on.
Traditionally favored to win are those with
themost stamina in body and wallet.
And, as Tom Waitts might say, I've got
something
I want to tug on your coat
about. It's that wonderful stuff we, call
,MONEY.
Money-the
actual currency tha: we
use-vis nothing more than Modern Man's
method of simplifying transactions in the
marketplace. The barter system, though
having merits of its own, lacks a common,
denominator of measure. And it's a pain in
the ass to carry around one's wares all the
time. Ergo, currency.
,
Most of us spend a good deal of our lives
working at our jobs in exchange for money.
We could justifiably consider money as a
form of energy. And energy, as we have
learned in the last decade, is not to be
wasted,
- Americans have more consumer.goods to
choose from than any other people in the
world. And it's just 'as easy to make a good,
choice as a bad choice.
In our scramble for The Big Bargain this
year, I'm hoping that we will consider the
economic, ecological, and political implications of our shopping habits,
Soft-tech durable
is in. Hard-tech
disposable- is out.
Buy yourself a down comforter and turn
down your thermostat.' Better yet, send a
down comforter to your , favorite, Third"
World citizen. He'll think you're swell.
Happy Shopping.
Lindsey Lafon
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The Innocent Bystander

public TV?
Well, the legislature .lashed nearly 40
percent of KAID's budget, for starters.
Somebody has to take up some of the slack
and it's got to be us. An ironic position for'
someone-that avoids TV, but KAID just,
happens to warrant my interest.,
Too much has been invested 'in Idaho's
award-winning Channel 4 to let it go down
the tube.We~vegot
zo ..cj'uit"being.jYr.ima,:,
donnas and pay for our educational
A; Capitalism and, Communism approach Armageddon-with
,each side reluctantly
alternative. That's the tradeoff.
willing to exterminate life on this planet rather than compromise the one true faith on which
Join the cast. Be a Friend of Four, pledge
the salvation of mankind rests-owe of the West should take heart from a salient advantage
what you can December 3-6.
we enjoy:
Janice Pavlic
Our Communists can lick their Communists.
It's a question of numerical superiority. As the eminent journalist, I.E Stone, noted in
the New York Times the other day, our Communists outnumber their Communists by better
than two-to-one.
'
Mr. Stone lists five Communist states as now being in our camp: ' China, Poland, Pol
I would like to congratulate Tony Lund
Pot's Cambodia, Somalia and Yugoslavia. While there may be some quibbling over
for the complete
disintegration
of
Poland, there are still more than a' billion Communists who look to us for protection.
credibility the student body of BSU has
Moscow, on the other hand, can count fewer than half a billion in the USSR and its client
experienced, not to mention his own lack of
states.
personal credibility.
The previous ASB
True, their Communists are bigger than our Communists.
The "average Russian
presidential administrations worked dilioutweighs the average Chinese by approximately 51.3 percent. But thanks to our numerical
gently ,on
constructively
building' the
advantage, we have a total of (if my calculator battery is still working) 75 million tons of
credibility of the associated students as an
Communists on our side .compared to a paltry 50 million tons or so of Communists on their
organization. In 8 months Tony Lund has
side.
destroyed the credibility built in the last
Moreover, our Communists are, generally speaking, more wiry·tllat'dheii'Com~unists.
three years through mismanagement,
a
Few Russians, Estonians or Albanians; let me tell you,do tai chiexercises'ln the park before
bloated ego, and as demonstrated with
breakfast.
"Black Thursday," a disregard for anyone
Let's concede right away that they have on their side the Vietnamese Communists, who
but himsel f.
not only.licked us but appear to be licking our Cambodian Communists. At the same time, '
For this task, as it was a task, I would
they also have in their camp the Hungarian Communists who have a contract with Levi
like to nominate, Tony Lund for the
Strauss to mak~ 1.2 million pairs of jeans a year. Will Hungariansin Levis really give their
"Turkey of the Year" award, for providing
all on the barricades for Marxist-Leninism?
living testimony to the' cliche, "once a
Poland, I'~ afraid, is also a question mark.
We' know -that deep. dowrt- the
turkey, always a turkey ....
democ~acy.lovmg Poles are on our side. But they owe us $24 billion. Would you fight for
Edward Ashton
or ~gatnst people you owe $24 billion? Let us hope that the Poles are more democracy
BSU Student
loving than we.
'
The Russians do have the Afghan Communists on their side. That's a handicap.
Furtherm~>n:,ourCommunists
are not only more, wiry than their Communists, our'
Com"!umsts are meaner. Among our Communists is Pol Pot. surely the meanest,
bloodiest, most bru~aI Communist ever to come down the pike. We can take pride in that.
We have to admit, though, that their Communists are more technologically advanced
I would like to congratulate
those
than our Communists.
But spirit counts, too. And the .fact is that our Maoist-type
members of the BSU Shotokan Karate Club
Communists are far more dedicated Communists than their Communists and that goes
who recently proved themselves and were
double for those fat, revisionist Communists in the Kremlin. ,
promoted to Brown BeltvAllof you should
We must rely, then, 011our Communists overwhelming their Communists in" fanatic
be proud of your accomplishments and I
human-wave assaults and, by employing their aggregate tonnage, simply squashing them.
congratulate you with a bit of personal

Better Reds

·n't',h'e",C,'ast Thanksgiving?

JOl

Ican't believe it. After being away from
television for six years I'm', missing 'the
point. What is the point? Now they're
trying to be all chrome-and-glass-spaceage
with all these pseudo-sophisticated
commercials;
.'
,
It's new, it's daring,sexy,
suave and
elite. Whoever knew a car had so many
attributes.
, Well, I have been away from a tube for
sometime. Never could take much of that
racket. Commercial tradoffs for primetime pablum. Such a deal they have for
you ... ifyou wantpuddingfor
a brain.
Sure there are some good shows, butis it
worth wading through all that .other muck
to gel to, them? Talk about deferred
grati fication.
Now PBS sparksmy interest. If \'01
going to invest my time in the electronic
media it's got to be thought provoking and
Informative. And I don't have to put up
with those inane commercials.
ICs pie in the sky. So, where's the
trade-off? No commercial revenue means
no commercial funding base. Plain and
simple. Not trying to pull the wool over
your eyes. Switch ,to, another channel" for
'lhat subliminal stuff.
Back to trade-offs for Channel Four's
partc.of. th~ bargain, itsDec~mber
7
Winterfest
menu proffers sumputuous
delights over' and above its standard fare.'
So what's the hitch?
. Green stufr. It takes a lot.torun
a TV '
starfon and although KAID teaches "As
mam'as
60"percent.of
the television
hous~holds in our •viewing area every
only 'I percent of that total pitches,
ill\o~upportit.
'But;",bynoY.'we'r_e used' to
fr'lie handou1s, so why should we pay for

week' ;

o

Congrats

enlO'" ','"
' . ",' '
To those students who are interested in
the Martial Arts, I recommend that you
visit with BSU'sclubhere
on campus. The
club.rneetseveryM'W-F
at 7:00 -p.m. in the
BSU Gym., ", "
.'
'.'
'
, Again, congratulations to those members
who received apr()motion!

•••
So per~aps, as Armag~ddon approaches, our leaders are right that Capitalism is well
1V0rthdYlllg for. Let uSJust pray that they.canconvince our'Communists
t,o godo it.
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Finally, economical vconsiderations
demand that some foods be processed' at
the \ high-srieed. This requires additives.

nature of their food: where is it grown
what is the health of the land it's grown in:
how is it shipped, how is it processed, and
how should it be cooked? There is growing
concern that the nutritive quality of food
has diminished in the past decades to the
point where populations are not getting the
stuff they need to continue life.

T 1s ()f
.".
Th' e Tra'de"

I, ,00,

dures advance atsuch a rapid rate that the
procedures (and possibly the resultsr'of ten
years ago are outmoded.
There' are
re-testing programs fur established addilives utilizing new procedures in an attempt
to keep information
current, but the
rnagnaminity
,of the task creates some
doubt about the results.

Au Naturale

Although there seem to be no discernable
facts as to the effects of additives
(excepting immediate toxic levels), doubts
.
" ,
"
and suspicionsabound.The rise in the health.
food movement and' the marketing of
foodstuffs as "natural"
and "organic"
reflect the power of these suspicions.
Nutritionally useless food Gunk food) is
blamed for new outbreaks of beri-beri
in Japan, hypers..crivitv in children and
depression in adults. Americans consume
130 pounds of suger per capita per year and
spend more money every year on candy
than they do on poultry. Junk food is
mainly sugar,
with other
nutrients
processed out and not replaced. There is
even sugar in our table salt.
Farmers feed more people on less land
- It is doubt ful that
enriching and
and claim to need the chemicals used for
fortifying our food is effective in replacing
fertilization and pest control. The landis
nutrient value (in mass produced bread, for
overused and has no chance to rest, save
instance). There is concern over the'
crop rotation, The fear is that fertilizers
micronutrients missed in the restoration
replenish the major ingrediants that make
process and what effect those microsoil fertile (macrinutrients), but somehow'
nutrients have on the body.
neglectthe micronutrients, i.e. the dropin
There is suspicion in the health food
magnesium levels since the turn of the
movement about using asbestos to filter
century. We need magnesium to keep the
beer. The same ingredients -,that . make
heart healthy and beating smoothly.
antifreezekeep your ice cream hard and the
Others say that the pesticide chemicals
same ingredients that make Plaster of Paris
(and the additives given to farm animals)
give your bread body. The concern here is
humans ingest at our end of the foodchain
not that our bread is made out of Plaster of
have a deleterious cumulative effect on the
Paris, but that we don't know if it is the
u~V
.'
it
body. The amazing adaptability of insects
same thing. We also don't know if that
"to chemicals that creates resistant strains
combination
is' harmless, even if the
demand ever stronger chemicals,
the
a;~
,if;; ",
'\,.
- !l:""J
ingredients are found to naturally occur in
agricultural scientist tells us.
'thebody.
The family farm seems a thing of our
I
The list of suspicions continues (the
'past, necessitating an increased reliance on
effect of MSG.and caffeine), as <toesthe list
the machinery
of technology.
That
of posiiive effects attributed to substances
technology replaces the dwindling labor
(such as megavitamin therapy, for common
intensive work force of older farm
colds and clinical depression).
operators. Claims are that labor intensive
The bottom line continues to be that no
farms cannot be profitable at todays
one knows what the effects of additives are:
wholesale food prices. The farmer isn't the
the information is too incomplete and,
person making the money on raw food.
contradictory to be certain. To show you
the confusion the consumer feel. in
ascertaining the ingredients in foods, we've.
chosen a couple of examples of common
foodstuffs and listed their additives, their
There are 10 major categories. of
There is also some question as to who
legal status (what category they fill) and the'
additives: ,~"m~ls~fie,r&_ma~ei~o,'
.rJ.~~,
nJQ,0t~; Q .. pays, for ith~; testing, Of,.additives., In-house,purpose,of!he
additiv~:"."
__
:
... '. .
Recent concern has focused upon the
blending or\ilj'Wds'lncl ba\ter~, 'Tn~ "mond'
te~ing""lIl1d"testingJ;unded,,by.{those
,wi~h'
things added to raw foods to preserve and
and diglycerides are commonly used.
vested ,interests) also lead' to 'dubious
Substances added to cheese: calcium
improve.the texture. nutritional quality and
Antioxidants. slow down and prevent the
results.
'
chloride, .GRASI,
firming
agent:
overall appearance and shelf life, of food.
reaction of oxygen with your food. That
Many of the additives in question are . calcium
sulfate,
ORASI
firming
There is a real question as to the necessity
reaction causes rancidity in fat,': for
suspected of having a cumulative effect,
agent; carob-bean gum, GRAS2, thickand advisability of the myriad additives
example, and other undesireable flavors
perhaps taking generations
before the
ener; citric acid, GRAS I, acidifier;
that make up portions of everyones' daily
and colors, as well as a decrease in vitamin
deleterious effects are noticed (as in certain
guar gum, GRAS2, thickener; hydrochloric
diet. Those additives can be' in the in
value.
metals). Since testing of additives is fairly
. acid, GRASI, acidifier; hydrogen peroxide,
incidentals, like the pesticide the farmer
Bleaching and' maturing agents artifirecent, it will be some time before the
GRAS2, bleaching'agent; kasal(potlissium
used to keep the grasshoppers away from
cially age wheat f1QUf to meet the demands
neededinformatioJl
is available.
aluminum' sulfate or alum), GRASI,
your corn, to the anatto extract the food,
of large industrial bakeries, and their need
One final problem in discerning which
hardening agent; lactic acid, GRASI,
processor put in your breakfast cereal to
for, high-speed,uniformity.
This is an 'additives
are safe for personal consumption
acidifier; magnesium carbonate, GRAS 1,
make it look appealing.
oxidation
process,
the very 'process
is that little
is known
about
the
acidity adjustment;
phosphoric
acid,
Food processers tell us they need the
inhibited by the previously mentioned
combination
of additives
with the
GRAS I, acidifier; potassium.alum (same
stabilizers,
emulsifiers,
antioxidants,
antioxidants.
chemicals ingested into the body.
as kasal), GRASI firming" agent; postassium sorbate, GRAS 1 preservative; rennet,
sequestrants.
acids, alkalines,
colors,
Stablizers are' used to obtain and
GRAS1, causes curding; salt, GRAS4,
flavors, buffers, bleaching agents, maturmaintain a certain texture in food, or
ing agents and nutritional additives to
preserve an existent texture. They slow
seasoning; sodium citrate, GRASI, acidity
appease I ,~\1,e,demajld~ of our modern
down the melting of your ice cream, keep
control:
sodium phosphate,
GRASI,
lifestyle.
cheese in solid form and generally keep
consistency regulation; sorbic acid, GRASI
The regulating of foodstuffs began with
preservative;
xanthan
gum, additive,
Mor~.-:~Hml1';\}~~l1Jl~Y~rdHeJjpj}l!~g;f:h,ah
,:,-Iiqui~.sthick. Al~i? and xanthan gu,m are
the first federal food act in 1906. Food
portioIJi~f th\:,'1"ork fQrccr,P!1t~ide,t-~e,l)qIllel"" stablizers. Comblmngsequestrants
WIth the
. thickener.
processing is presently regulated by the
Additives 'maintain the quality and safety
trace metals that may be present in food
.Substances added to cereals:annatto
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938, and
extract, color additive, coloring; BHA,
of prepared, ready-to-eat, and heat-and-eat
keeps that metal fro~
leaving an
its amendments. Continued industrialiZafoods. These convenience foods are the
undesireable taste. EDTA IS a commonly
additive, antioxidant;BHT,
additive, antition and the development of convenience
mainstay of' many households
where
used, synthetic sequestrant (one also under
oxidant; calcium carbonate,
GRASl,
. foods and expanding technology in food
members' 'main activity occur~ away from
scrutiny; since trace metals are a part of a
nutrition;
calcium caseinate,
GRAS I ,
processing led t{) the. Food Additives
home.
healthy body).
nutrition and. flavoring; caramel. color,
Amendment of 1958. A- section of this
Urban areas must ship further each year
To . regulate the acidity of food,
amendment is the famous Delaney Clause ' GRASI, coloring; defatted wheat ,germ,' .
to obtain foodstuffs, necessitating longer
processors use alkliliesto make food less
GRAS(food), nutrition; lecithin,. GRASI,
that prohibits any material being used that
shelf lives 'tor fresh and processed foods.
acid, acids to increase acidity and buffers to
emulsifier; tricalciumphosphate,
GRAS1,
is
known
to
cause
cancer
in
humans
or
test
~
The sprawl from thc;se same cities gobbles
maintain a certam acid level. Vitamins,
nutrition; trisodium phosphate,. GRASl,
~
animals, regardless of tfie quantities needed
I'
agricultural land" creating more distance
naturally occurring and synthetics are used
sequ~strant,
nutrition;
wheat gluten,
to cause the cancer (a separate Color
from the source of raw food'to the city
for enriching and resist destruction, more
i:
GRAS(food), toughens the cereal.
Additives Amendment was passed in 1960).
center.
. ,
easily in acid foods .. Harmful bacteria do
I,
The Food Additives Amendment of 1958
;~
The American diet consciousness transnot grow as well where the acid content is
The sheer number .of additives creates
broke down substances added to food into
lates to the business world in the desire for
high. Citric' acid, sodium citrate. and
grcat confusion for the consumer attemptthree catagories:
substances
generalfy
refined foods. Since it is not. possible to
sodium bicarbonate are common acids,
ing a healthy and practical, choice of
regarded as safe (GRAS1).This
category
take calories out of foods without depleting
alkalai and buffer, respectively.
foods . to consume.
Laws ·concerning
includes all the foods of natural,biological
. nutritive value, the food with fewer calories
Nutritional additives make up the final
labeling will continue'to
become more
origin that had been in use prior 'to 1958,
is' fortified with nutritional additives to its
major. additive category. These are· the
demanding of ingredient labels where none
and substancesconsidcred
safc by experts.
previous level..
minerals, amino acids and vit?mins add:d
are now present and morc insistent on plain
The second catcgory was called additives
Concurrently, ourgrowtng awareness of
to foods to replace the nutnents lost 10
language on labels already in existence. The
(GRAS2) Substances were placed in the
health and disease to food intake means to
processing,or
to enhance the natural
advice given by food technologists is to.
additive category if too little was known
some the need for safer, man-Iliad" food~.
nutritional values of foods.
choose weii labcicdprocim.;is,
wiil1 few
about thcm for there to be a gClierai'
additives .. When you, are left with no
Our discovery of .the relation of saturated
opinion as to their safety. Substances in the
choice, use moderation in your consumpfats and cholesterol to heart disease
additives category had to prove their safety,
tion of additives and vary your diet so as
spawned the manufacturc of foods w.ith
but without . the certainty ()fGRASI
not to duplicate the additives eaten. 'If you
those agents diminished or deleted dunng
materials.
The
third,
category
was
reserved
There is a certain difficulty in sorting
are willing to bearthe tiine and expense, eatprocessing. 1980 U.S. Food and, Drug
'for, prohibited substances, those to toxic by
. through the information on additives: are
raw, unprocessed foods. You cariobtain
Administration policy dictates that foods
themselves,
or
in
,interaction
with,
otlier
they dangerous?
Are they ,really the
list.sof additives. and their potential threats,
. fortified to" restore nutrients' lost in
subs,tances,
to
be,
allowed
into
theJood
'harmless stuff that .' makes civilization
. ~angers and benefits from any library or
processing' should' be restored, to the"
.supply (calcium. cyclamates as an artificial'
possible? It is~mpossibliHO make a: certain
health food store.
.'
nutritional levels they had before pro~
'sweetener is an example of this category).
Claim in. either direction. TestingjlTOcccessing.
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reached rregardless of ' the' waste water
treatment plant cutbacks, as long as "local
communitiestake
the responsibility themselves."
According' to Longest, the
"selfcsustaining public utility will prevail.'

Sewer Treatment
In Idaho
• Continued/rom

page 4 '

problems, at that amount it seems to us to
makevery
little sense to start funding'
growth for future populations when we
haxe a problem that's serious enough
today."
Henry Longest, most responsible for the
EPA dealings with Congress, and who has
beeri'with the EPA since its inception,
stressed throughout, the TV program that
the 1985. EPA clean water goal can be

,

'Analysis

~

..

.

.'
.'.,

It appears that the federal budget cuts
will be reduced by shifting the cost burden
onto communities.
One way or another
you make up the difference; you 'pay in
taxes or you pay in public works fees. And
you'll have to pay' up quick. - The
federal-to-state
shift' is more like' a
landslide. It is too much responsibility. too

tast-cities don't know whereto turn. Any
'direction points the way to the current
recession, to delays in-federal waste water
treatment grant money, to lengthy bond
levies.
Meanwhile, though not critical in Boise
yet, water quality could be in trouble in
many- cities, such as Post Falls. with the
Rathdrum Aquifer.
Critics contend that the federal government could have at least broken state and
local governments
into the cut-backs
gradually, For both Idaho's state and local
governments, it appears that with reduced
grants. waste water 'treatment and water
quality arc going to have to take a back scat
10 'New Federalism.'

Sometl1in
towarmup
to... .... .
-

".

News-

Real
Part 11
Of Wives
And Bishops
Equal pay for equal work has taken on a
new meaning in England, where an
insurance company has estimated a
housewife's financial worth equal to that of
an Army sergeant-major,
an Aglican
Bishop, or a fire chief. The legal and
general assurance society computed the pay
a housewife would earn as a cook,
babysitter. waitress-and house cleaner to
come up with a salary of $20,000 a year.
The company says that might sell like alot,
but it's not considering the typcia]
housewife works 14 hours aday, seven days
a week.

,Our Tax Dollars ,/

At Work
Senator Robert Byrd must be a~fulIY
proud of the book he's writing-why else'
would the silver-haired minority leader take
tothe Senate floor to readit aloud page by
page? TheWest Virginian is already up to
Chapter 47 of his "History ofthe U.S.
Senate," --much to the dismay of
congressional clerks and pages who have to
stay late into ~he evening while BYrd reels
off his masterpiece, footnotes and all, to an
otherwise empty chamber. Byrd says he
started the project to fill the time during
dead spots in the Semite'S day. Now, he
says he's gotten so many requests for
reprints that he considers it his duty to read
it aloud every week, so it can be printed-oat
taxpayers' expense-in the Congressional
Record. As forthe grumbling from the
,g!!!!~~,.~r~
says, •'Ia¥;lMbll~~Qtion to~
'cYt:n.CS'.wOOU01l't
realIYl!:liW~ano
.,
history." New York Times, November II.,

',~Y~llowRain"
Skeptics
AUnited Nations study is questioning a
U.S. claim that there's proof of a.Soviet
Chemical Warfarecampaign in Southeast
Asia. The U;N. says its study, based on
soil, plant and water studies and interviews
with refugees, failed to detect any "signs or
symptoms;' suggestive of chemical
'
warfare.
Since \976, the United States has been
trying to verify reports that chemical
'
agents, know popularly as 'iYI1llP.wRain,"
, ha,ve,Q~f1used
remote~~es
in
, Laos, CJlJl>!'odiaan~ore
recel'llrr!:l
Afghamstal1' Two w~~k~ago, Secrer~fY,oJ
State AlexanderHaig announced theO:S.
had the first hard evidence to back up the
charge-vegetation and water samples from
Cambodia containing a high level of toxins
produced by fungi. But Harvard Biologist
Matthew Meselson, among others, argues
that the U.S. study contains "serious
scientific errors," which ignore-the
, possibility that the toxins resulted from
natural causes or came from nations other
thanthe Soviet Union.
Meanwhile, the United States is'asking
the U.N. toreconsider its findings and
. demand that international teams be allowed
to inspect areas where Soviets are suspected,
of conducting chemical warfare.
'

a~~,~.

,EPA' Cancer Cure
The Environmental Protection Agency
lias solved the problem ofcancer"causing
substances: it's going 10 stop mentioning
them. The EPA's chief spokesman, Byron
Nelson. says from now on his agencywill
, avoid the term "cancer-causing, "because
it's been overused "bymaverickscientists,
environmentalists and public interest
groups who want to scare the public."
Besides, says Nelson, "i have therightto
edit our pressreleases.anywaylwant
to."

Mother Jones. Magazine,: December ]981.·

-.

BroncosRebound
In Home Opener;
Take'

1--2 Record To Cal.

After dropping two heart-breakers at the
Michigan. State Tournament last weekend
and defeating Doane College Dec; I, the
1-2 Bronco Basketball team will head to

California to face UC-Irvineand
the
University of San Diego on Dec.·3 and 4,
respectively.
Last Tuesday, BSU overwhelmed Doane
College 89-75 in their home opener.
Led by 6'9" junior Jim Maldonado, the
Broncos took an early lead and never gave
it up.
Maldonado tossed in 26 points to guide
the BSU· victory and also did well
defensively. Three other players hit double. figures' for the roundballers,
including
Terry Lee scoring 21, Vince Hinchen with
12 and Eric Bailey added 10.
Although the Broncos won by 14 points,
they sometimes found themselves in trouble
with Doane's defensivequickriess.
BSU's height advantage was beneficial in
the Bronco victory, but they still need work
in passing. '

.

.

..

Boise State's passing game has hurt them
. somewhat in the early going, but with
work, could help themlater on"
In the Spartan' Cutlass Classic last Friday
..and Saturday in -East Lansing, Michigan,
BSU seemed to have both games tied up,
'but lost each by one point ..
After the contests with UC-Irvineand the
University of San Diego, the Broncos will
play at home for seven consecutive conte Its
starting with Lewis-Clark State on Dec. II
and ending their home stand Jan. 2 against
Cal Poly-SLO.

BSU' gymriasts open their season on the
road as they travel to the Rocky Mountain
Open in Colorado Springs, Coloradoithis
Friday and Saturday.
Six .tumblers. will .return to this year's
team, which last year placed ninth in the ,
Association of Intercollegiate.Athletics for
Worrien Division II National Tournament.
The Colorado tourney will be a big one
for the Bronco gymnasts as they go against
a very tough field, including Denver
University, the AlA W National runner-up
in Division II schools the last two years.
Boise State fields a fairly young team,

Sports Calendar

BSU Junior Jim Maldanado extends fortwo more points during the.1JSU-DoaneCollege
galJ1ein whichiiheBroncos won by 14 points Tuesday.

--=---------------

accomplished all of our goals except for a
disappointing performance at' nationals.
We set numerous school records and
increased our season's' average by three
points," she said. ,
This. year Carringer wants to. increase
their season average to 136.0 and eam a
team GPA of 3.0.
.
After the Colorado open, the Broncos
will take a long vacation.beforetcompeting
in Provo, Utah Jan. 9 against Brigham
Young University,
Utah State and
Oklahoma State-all Division I powerhouses.

sporting only one senior, but returns four
juniors, including school recordholder
Kelly . Parkerv vand- sophomore
Cindy
·Williams.
'.
.
Parker set two school records in.tlast
year's Regional Championship
when she
scored 8.9 on the floor and achieved a 35.05
overall.
..
.
. Head coach Jackie Carringer's goals this
year are to win regionals and have it good
outcome at nationals, but she especially
wants to create a winning',' attitude,
. regardless of. the outcome.
.
"Last . season was outstanding.
We

BSUVolleYballers

December
.
3: Men's Basketball; BSU at UC-Irvine
Irvine, CA
Women's B8sketball;Weber State at
Large spectator sports usually draw a lot
includefour teams. In order to make itIn
BSU (7:30 p.m)
attention and more so if they make it to
the eight-team double-elimination .tourn4: Men's Basketball; BSU at' University
national playoffs. But what about sports
ament, Bailey said that a team must place
.
of San Diego, ~an Diego, CA
thai draw very few sPectators?'
'.
first or second in. their pool. '
Women's' Basketball; Lewis-Clark
Two Boise State teams are contending
Boise State's
pool' includes Central
State at BSU (6:()() p.m.).
for national titles this weekend: One of
Missouri, FloridaInternationaland
fourth'them is the football. team; which has
seeded Northern Colorado. The Broncos
3-5: Volleyball; BSUat AIA W Division II
received enough. publicity (0 satisfy the
will first play Central MIssoUri at l:30,take
national finals, Colorado Springs,
armchair spectator for a lifetime, but few
a rest and then play Florida International at
CO ..
4-5: Gymnastics;' BSU at Rocky Mountain
know of the "second" team.;'
6:00. Boise State then closes out tlieir pool
Open, Colorado
Springs, CO
Of course,' the Boise State football team
by competing againstNorthern Colorado at
(noon) ,
is one of the best in the.nation.randshould
7:30.
.
Wrestling; BSU at Sun DevilOassic,
be:highly commended for theiractli.eve-..
. Bailey said that nobody on the Bronco
Tempe,AZ (AllDay)'
.
rnents, but the women's volleyball team.is
: team has had national experience, so they
also one of the best.
. •.
may be very nervous; She did say however,
5: Women's Basketball; Idaho at BSU (8
Headed by third-yearicoach
.Darlene
'~Ifweplayas
weU.aswe did at regionals,
p.m.)
firsttheilwe'U
do a very respectable job."
. .
Football; BSU at. Division' '.'I-AA 'Baileyh, the. women spikers'won'thejr
regi()lJal-champlonship two weekends ago,
.,' "It's going to be
.very. competitive
playoffs,at Jackson State, Jackson
tournament",
Bailey said, "but ~e dohave
·Miss. (12:30 p.m.) . .
. and •therefore received, .anoautomatle
.invitation tothenationalflnaISin'Coloradogood hitters, servers, and a good defense."
)~[)rings;Colorado:Dec~3-S,:;.;·.J..·
. A few examples she named. were Pam
,..-Th'ere-aresIXteen:ieams>iilfoge·tner.iri'the
. j:iaoiW:l3aI1Beigik's'iiaRh:ondaSpt'a:gue;
,
The History of.Sports.Class p,ublic.panel
tournament, and BSUis seededfifth~The
Sheadded that during theeourseoftheir
discussions this week will bd liAth'letic,
number . one seed is TexaS': Lutheran,
seaSon, the lrenchhasalso helped inseveral
Injuries,"Wed.,
Dec. 2, in. the SUB
followed by Hawaii Hilo, SaniHouston8roncovictories.
..
\
Lookout· room, "Varsity .Participation~';
State,· and the Ulliversityof·.
Northern
The.volleyball teamjshow
29"3 overall
Fri., Dec. 4irithe Nez Perce room, '~Sport's
Colorado.,
.•.. ..'..•...... ".. - .' . . ....
aftedhe regional c,hl,unpionship and is their
Scandals," ,Mon., Dec: 7; ill the Senate.
Bailey said the topfpur. telUlls, are very
bestseasonever; If the Broncos[arewellin
C!iarilbersan!J ""Baseball Strike;"Wed.,
strongandhe~"prim!1ry'g(,aI
for'the
their Ilalion.li1debut,s season-Io)1ggoal will
.Dec; 9 in the Senate Chambers, The
tournament:isto
:repiesenther region well
be acheived;,.
.'..,.
. '.'
discussions 'start~t 10:40am and are open
" ' •".'. .' '.
,'Most HnpOrllVltly, respect and publicity
.10 the public: For.mo;'eiriformation;
call . 4ind 'placein 'thetop'cight:;
She saidthere~m
be.
pools:tllatwill!;om
the media will lUscibe acqUired.
385-3266,
.

Reach-Nationals
I

.IntrainuralScores

.

Yamama~ 25, Coberly's Vandals 18
Divers 47, Banzai 44
.
Ann and Hammer 41; Sig Eps 20
8-3 Bouncers 54, Khoas53
Hillside Divers 57; Rodeo 39
Alien 64,TKE's38
Rangers 48, B-2 29
High Five 52, Bouncin Heads 32
Generics 56, B-3' Bricks 46
Silver Bullets 54,ATO 36"
Women's Volleyball

.

.

,-

.

.sports.'Cla&s.~/o ..:_,-,

.~..'

PIUlnHollow over Enforcer's
15-8 '. '.. '
...

15-4; 11-15,
..

Brownie~ over·.LeBoom 17-15,15-5
Rangers over Readings 15-6, 12~i5; 16-14

,.
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Catholics Against
NUKES
In a November issue of the
Idaho Register Bishop Sylvester
Treinen reiterates
"a recent
torrent of attacks by Catholic
bishops on our nuclearpolicies,"
Treinen said this opposition
"stems
from equally strong
statements by Vatican II, the last
four popes, the American hierarchy and Episcopal Conferences of
other nations."
"In February 1981 Pope John
Paul said at Hiroshima: 'Let us
promise our fellow human beings
that we will work untiringly for
disarmament and the banishing of
all . nuclear weapons,'
" said
Treinen.
"A tumultuous outcry from
ordinary people around the world
will be needed to shock our

46~page special report in the
leaders and get them to listen.
October 26 issue of. Business
They must listen. They must get
and Local
together and, enter into bilateral .. Week on "State
Government in Trouble."
agreements toreduce all arms and
There have been large cuts in
destroy nuclear weapons,"
he
federal grants' to state and local
continued.
governments, "and a substantial
Appealing
to all Treinen
part of that will come straightout
concluded by saying, "Mine is a
of spending for roads, bridges,
small voice. Yours .'is a small
mass transit systems andsewers."
voice. But together with others we
But states and localities will also
can attract the attention of those
have to fill the gap in service areas
who hold the destiny oNhe world
that are the target of the Reagan
in their hands."
budget cuts as well - health,
welfare, education, job training
and employment. Maintenance of
the infrastructure is likely to' be
There's a new and unexpected ..
further deferred ...
source of opposition' to the
Reagan budget cuts. According to
'. Studies Abroad is" offering'
a recent. analysis, there's good
seven $300 scholarships
to
reason for businessmen to oppose
students enrolled in their pro-'
the cuts: The cuts may make
'grams in Cologne and Logdon,
economic recovery impossible.
While staying with their European
That's one of the conclusions of a

Business Opposes
Cuts

Studies Abroad

host families. students earn-credit
through BSU by attending classes
in arts, journalism,
and .the
humanities.
All classes are
conducted in English, and begin
in early April.
Deadline for submitting applications for these scholarships is
Dec. 18. Applicants must have
completed EIOland EJ02 courses
and must have a minimum GP A
of 2.0.
For more information, contact
Penny Schoonover in LA 212 or
call 385-3956.

quarterly magazine 'of the AFLCIO Industrial Union Department
which devoted the entire issue to a
critical analysis of President
Reagan's economic program.
The 24-page, graphics-oriented
magazine is a working people's
.guide to "Reagonomics;"
explaining why 'organized
labor
believes it won't work.
For copies, write: 1UD/AFLCIO, 815 16th sr., NW. Wash.,
DC 10006 ...

Forest Service
Positions

Labor Publicatio'n

Applications for Forest Service
summer amd seasonal jobs will be
accepted on a nationwide basis
between December 1, 1981 and
January 15, 1982.
'Application forms, available at
all Forest Service offices, must be
postmarked no later than January
15 to be considered. Qualifications are based on past experience
and/or education.
Individuali;imllY'-sen&~aIXkpplication . to' "orily" ()J]-Regio"ir-or
Research Station in' the' United
States.
'
Within the Forest Service's
Intermountain
Region Tl.ltah ,
Nevada, southern
Idaho, and
western Wyoming) the following
typesofjobs will be available:
Aids and Technicians: Forestry
engineering, surveying, and biological, physical,
range, and
hydrological science.
Clerical and Wage Grade
Positions.
For additional
information
concerning temporary, employment procedures, individuals may
contact any Forest Service office ...

. "The Reagan administration's'
economic plan amounts to an
attack on the entire relationship
between the American people and
their government."
That's the conclusion of the
current issue of Viewpoint, 'the

,11
~.

[HQusew~jrtk,;pays'
Housework is no longer only
women's. work.
Germany's
Hamburg
Labor Court' ruled
recently that single fathers are' as
entitled as single mothers to paid
"housework"
days off. The
once-a-month days are a customary arrangement between employers and distaff employees with
children under 14 years of age.
The Federal
Post
Office
(Bundespost) has been ordered to
.pay a mailman who was denied.
equal treatment. The Bundespost
will appeal the decision, and may
eliminate the housework days if
the Federal Labor Court upholds
, th~Jo,werco,,~um~r~e~
~~~~9ual
fRti)!h~;;rf~~
::1i\::\t}pn-

d~~s,;~ff.

VI

W1:J:",:-

~;n!~rqD;!(
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Faces.,OfPo-verty

High bias tape is specially formulated to deliver remarkably improved
sound reproduction; particularly in
the higher frequencies.
And no high bias tape does that
bener.than t6tallynew Memorex
HiGHBIASl1.
..
.. We've developed a unique new
formulation of superfine ferrite crystal oxide particles. And while that's a
mouthful to say. it delivers an earful
of results.
Singers ring out more clearly. •
Snare drums snap and cymbals

shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound
clearer. Because new Memorex
HIGH BIAS II has 4 to 5dB lower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.
And thanks to Permapass'" our
extraordinary new binding process,
the music you put on the tape stays'
on the tape. Play after play,
even after 1,000 plays.
In fact, hew
.
Memorex will always
deliver true sound

reproduction'. Or we'll replace it. Free.
Sotrust your next recording to new
Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II, normal
bias MRX lor METAL IV.
As a discriminating tape user,
you'll have a high opinion of the
results.
A highly biasedopinion,
that is:

More that 25.2 million 'people
in America lived below the
"poverty line" ($7,412 for a
family of four) in 1979, according
to the U.S.Bureau of Census. 1980
figures set the "poverty line" for
nonfarm family of four.at $7,450.
Another 40 million people in this
country are close .enough to the
poverty level to feel the economic
stresses of daily life. Included are
the "working poor," who never
get ahead despite fulltime employment. ..

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·:
u
vela Mefii~re]f ..
~ HIGH 1mIS nmCussellef@f $I@O~

Governor

Evans

We are learning, to our great
dismay, that the way the federal
government is seeking to reduce
its costs is to shift to the states the
responsibility for providing the

Send us this coupon with $1.00 check or money order payable to,
"Mernorex," and we' II send you a HIGH BIAS II C-90(sugg:.retail price
-$5-.99LMa!!.ta,MEMOREX,
P.O. Box 28..CJ9,Reidsville,.NC_p:3Z? .. ·
i!
Note: HIGH BIAS \I tapes are designed for exclusive use on recorders with a
u Type \I (Cr021 setting.
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attempting. to eliminate. stated
Governor Evans in it recent press
release.
.Thc states arc being asked to do
what the federal novcrnrncnt is

§

'g

tryingto
services
Ifthe

get out of cloinu-vcutthe
l <1 Ihe people.

balance (if power bt~t\\'l:Cli
k\cl~; Dr gl)VCrllrnCI1l-lS

tile variou-,
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to be changed, and I believe it
should be, the effort will require
more than a simple shifting of
responsibility
by the federal
government
inbalimcing
its
budget.
Unless the federal program. is
changed, we are faced with a most
difficult
task in maintaining
essential services in the face of
massive cutbacks
in availablerevenue ...

Outdoor

Programs

Registration open at Fort Boise
Community Center for all winter
outdoor programs sponsored 'by
the Boise City Recreation Depart-.
ment. Beginning
skiers only
register at Fort Boise Community
Center. Advanced' skiers register
with Bogus Basin Office, 2405
Bogus Basin Road. .Complete
information available at 384-4486
or 384-4258...
.

Vet's.Position
The' BSU Office' of Veterans
Affairs has announced an opening
for a Veterans Counselor. Applicants must be receiving full-time
educational
benefits
and be
eligible for V.A. work-study.
Interested persons should apply in
RoomI 14; Administration -Building. The position begins Jan. 13...

Prevention
Increased reliance on Civil
Defense programs is apparently
not what the doctor ordered.
The chairman of Utah's Physicians for Social Responsibility
chapter, Dr. Torn Gates, reports
that the American
Medical

Who's Who
The 198Zeditionof

Who's Who

Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges will
carry the names -of 15 students
from Boise State University, who
have been selected as being among
the country's most outstanding
campus leaders.
Students named this year from
Boise State University are:
- Monica Ann Cannon, Boise; Lisa
A. Crisman,
Boise; Sandra
Margarita Fichter, Bosie: Helen
E. Holt, Boise; Carolyn Wilkins
Kothmann,
Boise;
Tracy
Theodore Lefteroff, Boise; Carol
A. Lubcke, Nampa; Jay Luo,
Boise;' Anne Elizabeth McHugh,
Caldwell; Jacqueline L Mohr,
Boise; Julie Renee Newell, Boise;
Christopher
Mervyn Ridinger,
Dietrich; Kevin. Dale Roperts,
Kellogg; piiirick" James Russell,
Boise; Lawrence Gordon Smith,
Boise...
'

open for the first tlme this year.
Whoop-urn-up Creek, two miles
from Gold Fork, has been open
for many Years. Parks and Recreation and the
Cascade Nordic Ski Club have
cooperatively developed the Scott

Valley Park N' Ski area eight
miles east of' Cascade which will
be groomed once a week.
South of Pocatello along the
Bannock Highway, three Park N'
Ski areas are sited along Mink
Creek. The Buffalo River Park

N' Ski area is locatednext to the
Island Park Ranger District in
Island Park.
.,
. For additional
information,
contact:
Todd
Graeff,
334-2284 ...
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Agent Orange

•

¥Aeg

Now through January 15,
them good 01' eggs at Boise
Urban Stagesare giving out
(,~ "Egg Money" so you can
{~\ get home free. Justimagine
'I ...you only pay for one way
and get a round' trip at no
extra charge. Course, that's
only from 10_to 4. but it's
everyday. And aUyou gotta
do Is get a merchant to
"Valid-egg"
yer money
and you're home free .... so
don't forget yer Egg Money!

A compilation of world scientific literature on Agent Orange and
. other herbicides used in Vietnam
is now being distributed by the
Veterans Administration
to researchers throughout government
and the scientific community.
The twa-volume report, "Re- view of Literature on Herbicides,
Including Phenoxy
Herbicides
and Associated Dioxins," covers
some I ,200 documents spanning
more than 20 years.
Individuals and organizations
involved in related research may obtain copies by addressing a
request to: Office of Environ.
mental Medicine;
Room 848,
Veterans Administration,
810
Vermont Ave. N.W., Washington

~

An "Egg-citable" idea ...

i9:,F~!~~3?!,~'

AssoEi~tK)J.lJ1~~-"ep~PtSr~JH,,~\e:ar--Ji
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--c"
w~r .preventlon 'e!forts
. white rejecting the expansion of America's Civil Defense program. Last
Information on the Phi Kappa
June, delegates to the AMA's.
Phi Graduate Fellowships may be
If,81 annual convention
in
seen in the Honors
Office,
Cnicago voted against a plan to
Library 408G. These fellowships
promote civil defense and, instead
are for full time, first year
adopted
a resolution
which
graduate study; applications are
recognizes
the "catastrophic
considered from all academic
danger to all life in the event of a
disciplines. Fellowship recipients
nuclear war," and pledges "to
qualifying for full stipend will
support efforts for preventing a
receive $4,500. Applicants may be
nuclear holocaust ... "
nonmembers, but, if selected must
accept membership in the Society
before actually
receiving the
The CROSSTOWN SHOPPER
Fellowship.
SPECIAL is being. operated by
Local deadline is February I,
Boise Urban Stages from Novem198\. ..
ber 1(i;198fto Janua11'15,.1982.
The~r(hite IS' -designed' to comiecr:
the sh~pping areas. along COle
- Whitney Fire Station. Public
Road With those on Overland. For
Meeting Room; 9500 Overland Information call 336-1010. Exact
Road.
fare is required; Regular fare - 45
A group of people in southeast
cents; youth, elderly, andhandiBoise have gathered out of a sense
capped fare - 20 cents between':
of common need, the need is for
9:15 a.m.and 3:15p.m.; weekend
-support, the need is for assurance.
spare fare - 20· cents all day
Anticipated
'outcomes
are:
Saturday and Sunday; 'children's
times for further meetings,
fare - free to children under the
beginning
ways of support,
age of 6 years when accompanied
formation of what might be called
by an adult: ..
a Parents Hotline, mid training in
how to be "Tough-Loving"
parents.
_
Parking. COntrol officers may
For additional information call
use their discretion in the towing
-343-0409 ...
away of vehicles; This practice.
mav be invoked where vehicles are
.obstructing-the
flow of traffic,
Idaho's Park N' Ski system
from areas' marked
yellow,
includes three additional cross
reserved spaces, fire lanes, or a
country skiing areas this year.
continual violator.
A continual
The Cross Country Ski Act of
violator isa person who accumulQ7Q allowscross countrv skiers to
l~tes3. or-.morepar!dng -violations.
-b~y-t;h-~~ulli
$5.00 . '-;ParkN'
Continual violators are subject to
Ski" sticker,the
proceeds from
towing until 'all violations are
which are used to develop and.
cleared with the Parking Control
maintain' - cross country skiing
Office, Room 118; Administra-.
- areas.
tion Building.
Banner Ridge, located between
Parking Control .Office mainIdaho City and Lowman, was thetains a tow list. If you suspect
first area developed.
The Gold
yourvehic1ei& Indanger of being
Fork Park. N' Ski area wiUbe
towed, please check with them ...

Fellowship'

Christmas' BUS

Parents. Group

Parking Violations

ParkN'Ski

375-1450
~
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VnlvenltYOf Maryl'" CoIlep'arlt
.
NEW PROFESSIONAL DECREE PROGRAM '.
IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA .

."

. COUPON

..

, lJ

MASTER Of PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
.Profetsion~IEeltication for Careers In
eFeeleral, state andlocalgo.,lernment
ePUblic policy activities In the business sector
• Nonprofit organizations anel asscxlatlons

7bsTADA

STUDENTCHRISTMASDISCQUNtU

OR ENCHIRrro,

.. Charter class to enroll FaUseMester 1982
.~.. SCHOLARSHIP

Layaway today with your

WITH PvRCHASE OF BVRRrroSlJPREME·.

. , 7Aco SVPREME~. BEEFY

AND FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

1In.WlWl.fE\TTIIIS
WI7'f/'. NW.\' fIDJ(DU;'
UVff;U.\Cllii,,,,
'
, 191fJ.gn

.,For further information andapp!ication materials,
: . call or write:
Nancy &em
.
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For~omeoneSpecial
S:hop~atft.Speci81Store.:
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lAS. II. I~"l

AlJiJ,.. ,
School of Public Affalu

"

Ut8 SocIal Sdenc~ Building'
University of Maryland
College Park. MD 101420
(30t) 454-1138
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You told her you have
your-'own place.

~. . ',. Enter 1hel
" ' . Dragan ~
'.:
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LateShow .
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Fri. & Sat. 12:l'O
Save .50'

With ThisCoupon
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NowyolJhave·:to·tenyourroomm.ate~.
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t1.~ ....~~
Let

US make yours the
wedding of the year.
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Bridal.
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
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Phoebe & the Pigeon People

by Jay Lynch & Gary Whitney
WEL.L.(eEl.CJJ.!) ..• (..ON.E'Tol~l~lll
oF It
'f>lEf<E ARE TIME:':. W~f'l r i9'-lc, FOR
1'"e C"ys \'IkEN T"e WTLE BLACK
~DPAPf:R
PAt:> WAS OllTHe OTHEl(
SIDE 0> T"E 1MT0'13COKS./ RlOMCMBER
WilEN IT USED To s,t.'Y"CL05E COVER
BEfd<ESTII.IKI~"-/oICMJ
Ace ThE
~RILC AND DAI-~f<
cur
ctr LIGI-I1it lG C,G.AR£;1T€S RJR ME,

w.s6DtolE
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by brian bechtel
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@
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Last week:

Bf ood on the floor.

I'm not sure just what I expected to find on the
other side of my bathroom door. Expectations, after
all, are nothing more than assumptions combined
with history.
.
.. :
What I found was a five gallon carton of Sherpa
Sam's Cherry-Meatloaf Ripple ice cream that had
melted all over the bathroom floor. Wall-to wall ice
cream. I couldn't decide whether I needed a mop or
maybe just a few cans of. whipped cream. I had
pretty well decided on the mop when somebody
started knocking on my door, It sounded urgent.
I waded back out of the bathroom and opened the
door. Standing in the hallway was a wild looking
characterIn
a trenchcoat.
It was myoid buddy
Ahmed. He looked like hell.
.
"Hey Ahmed, how's' the taxi business?"
I
quipped. "Come on in and sit down--but watch out
for the ice cream and all the broken glass."
He took a quick glance around the room, walked
over and sat down on my suitcase. Four chairs in the
room, and he has to sit on my suitcase.
"Bud Rowdy!" he blurted.
"I know where he
is!"
.
.
"Ahmed, my friend, if you can lead me to him, I'll
buy you a brand new taxi," Lsaid.
"A Pontiac?" he asked, sounding like a little kid
who just found a horse under the Christmas tree.
"You got it, buddy."
"Hot diggidy damn," he squealed. "Let's go!"

_Next week; We really do meet the Rowdy Buddha.
No shit.

. Boise Primer's rolling on
through with parttwo of hotlines,
social and psychological services
and shelters. The people behind
these se.rvicc<sare willing"
'.
competent and compassionate for
those times in life when the going
gets rough or life gets tough.
Booth Memorial Home 1617~.
24,343-3571. Booth Memorial is a
home for unmarried expectant
women run by-the Salvation
Army. Live-in or outpatient
services available. Applications
are handled by HEW, who then'
refers them to Mrs. Howard, the>
homes social worker. High school
aged females continue their
schoolhig at the home with four
qualified teachers thet:e.t\ doctor
. visits the fa~i1ity weekly.for
patient care.
FJ-Ada Community Action
Agency, inc.lS2IN.
13th,
345·2820. The agency handles
emergency food situation, aids in
the development of community
gardens and seed donations:
El-Ada is also a food stamp
advocacy organization.' Criteria is"
based on federal guidelines.
EI~Ada operates a food bank and
'supplies other food banks,inthe
area. Food is receivedthroughthe'
.solicrtation of corporati0rJs in the
.area: It's weatherization program'
provides free weatherization for
low income renters. EJigibilityis
...•
dependent.upon federal
'.
. • Au.igeJj~~:,;rMJa.mlIqr,9. ()f.th.e
rentlil}llug approvethe

weatherization and agree to not
raise the rent.
.
Emergency Housing Service 815
N. 7th, 342-9719. This is a shelter'
for women and. children who are
victims of domestic violence,
terminally ill women,stranded
women, and rape victims, Men
are allowed only in special cases
and only iftheir wives are
admitted. Single women are
allowed a 3 day stay, women with
children can stay 5-7 days, and
victims of domestic violence can
stay 2 weeks. Breakfast and
dinner are served, but the house is
closed during the daytime.
.
Emergency Housing is located in
the Linden House, a large, three
.story house, and maximum
capacity is 32. Informal
counseling, information on and
referral to HEW, El-Ada and
food stamps are available, No .
-walk-lns or women under 18, the
house admits on a referral basis
for screening purposes. There is
no charge, though donations are
accepted. Emergency Housing is
funded bYUJlit~Way, and food
or money donations.
.
Planned Parenthood
Association ofIdahn, Inc.214 E.
Jefferson;345-0760. One of i89
Planned Parenthood affiliates in -,
the U.S. Services include birth
control couselin'g and ~ispensing,
V,D.testsand treatment. Annual
exams are given, illsc. pregnancy
.: ..tes~il1gand..~9u~~e.1~njt·)!1=Qr.Qse
.• yasectomlesarc performed. .'

Information and referrals for
tubal ligations and abortions are
available. A health-related'library
, .is available for use. Fees are on a
sliding scale, depending on
income and family size.
Appointment basis only, no
walk-ius. Planned Parenthood
, operates with a 10 member staff,
and 55 to 60 volunteers.
Appointments and information
can be handled from9am-5pm
Monday through Friday, Clinics
are held Monday, Wednesday and
Thllrsday from 5pm:7;30pm.
Salvation Army Detoxification
, Center 4477 Willow Lane,
345·1456. This isa medical detox
center, operated 24 hours a day,
for alcohol and drug withdrawal,
Male and female admittees.are
self-referred, or are referred
through doctors-or by law
enforcement and court order ..
Length of stay averages 4-5 days,
but there is no maximum,
although capacity isH. Funding
is through HEW; who'pays for 90
percent of the clients bill.
Counseling, grO!lP_'S¢5~i.oI1s~and
films are availab!e..
Reachout Hotline, 376-5000, is
•.a telephone crisis listeningservice
'for people that are depressed, .
lonely, suicidal, or indifficult
situations. Trained volunteers
.
attend mon~hly training sessions'
and attend seminars: Information
andreferralwithotheragencies,
social services, law enforcement,
andchurchesisavailable~
•.~.,. ",
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"If we're so clever, how come we're so ugly?"

Classified
"KITES are not just for springtime anymore. Enjoy the
sensation of flying a controllable kite. Broadway Hdwe.
1209 Broadway."

RlDEneeded to Seattle Of surrounding Puget
Sound Area the weekend atter.finals. Wi!lsplit gas
and driving. Call Val at~85·1439.
Could you, spa~e a 'ride to Spokane. Share expenses ;
Call David 336-6889.
.
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LOST: Men's olive grc:en coat with ",D00-43
C500"stericiled on back. Reward/Cali Bob;'.
. 342·6672. .
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BSU Semester Credit in Europe. Spring Term begins
in March; Scholarships available. InquireLA212,
385·3508,
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